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To analyse the dynamic failure characteristics of the rock with a crack in rock engineering, the Brazilian split tests were conducted
on the split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) using precrack specimens under dynamic loads. In the study, five groups of different
precrack angles are selected; they are 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°, respectively. +e results show that the static failure load of the
specimen as a whole decreases to increase with the growth of the loading angle, and the DIF linear increases with the increase of
the loading rate; the failure load of the specimen with an angle of 45° precrack is the most sensitive to the loading rate, followed by
0°, 60°, 30°, and 90°.+e crack initiation time of specimen with 30°, 45°, and 60°precrack decreases with the loading rate, while it has
no obvious change with the loading rate with 0° and 90°precrack. +e failure mode of the specimen was controlled by the stress
concentration at the crack tip; the main cracks all point from the crack tip to the loading end. When the precrack and the loading
direction are at a certain angle, the failure process will produce secondary cracks; it would be particularly obvious under dynamic
load splitting. Once the precrack and the loading direction are at a certain inclination angle, type-II secondary cracks will develop
under dynamic load splitting.

1. Introduction

In actual rock masses, there are still many defects such as
natural cracks and artificial cracks of different scales inside
the rock mass. +ese defects are one of the main internal
factors that affect the mechanical properties of rock mass
deformation and strength. As we know, the tensile strength
of rock is an important indicator of rock mechanical
properties. In actual engineering, most of the rocks are
damaged by tension. +erefore, studying the failure char-
acteristics of cracked rocks under tension is of great sig-
nificance to engineering practice.

+e Brazilian split test is the most common method to
test the tensile properties of rock mechanics. With the
widespread application of the Brazilian test, various im-
proved forms of disc specimens have been developed. Wang
et al. [1, 2] verified the feasibility of the improved platform

disc specimen based on the marble split test. For Brazilian
disc specimens with precrack, by changing the angle of the
precracks, different modes of crack propagation can be
known. At present, a lot of research has been carried out on
the failure characteristics of rock-like materials with crack
using the Brazilian split test. +e influence of the strain rate
on dynamic fracture of rock was studied by using disk
specimens with holes and grooves [3]. Combining experi-
ments and numerical simulations, the fracture law of discs of
rock-like materials under the influence of single cracks and
double cracks at different angles are studied by Haeri et al.
[4]. Zhou and Wang [5] used a numerical simulation
method to study the influence of specimen size and crack
inclination on the peak failure load of the precrack Brazilian
disc specimen. Based on the phase-field method model
(PFM), the crack propagation law of the precracked Bra-
zilian disc specimens with different widths and angles is
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simulated [6]. Wang et al. [7] conducted Brazil on a disc
specimen with prefabricated cracks to study the fracture
characteristics and failure mechanism of black shale under
the combined action of split test-bedding and precracks.
Zhou et al. [8] studied the influence of the natural filling
fracture on crack propagation by using precrack Brazilian
discs with different loading angles.

In summary, the previous Brazilian splitting experiments
on cracked rocks were mainly limited to static load or low-
frequency dynamic load. In rock underground engineering,
blasting excavation is currently the most economical and
most common method. Rocks are always disturbed by blast
impact and mechanical loads and other dynamic loading
during drilling and blasting excavation or the excavation
disturbance of the surrounding directors [9–15]. As the
SHPB is one of the ideal equipment frequently used to test
the dynamic mechanical properties of rocks.+is equipment
can realize uniaxial impact [16, 17] and three-dimensional
complex loading conditions [18–20]. +erefore, for research
on the influence of precrack on specimen failure charac-
teristics under dynamic load, a modified 50 mm-diameter
SHPB testing device [21] was adopted to conduct the Bra-
zilian split test on red sandstone with precrack.+e angles of
precrack with the loading direction are 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and
90°, respectively, and a set of comparative experiments were
carried out at the same time.

2. Experiment Procedures

2.1. Specimens’ Preparation. A red sandstone precrack
specimen was adopted to be tested in this study, and the size
of Φ50mm× 25mm was selected. +e precrack is cut by
water jet cutting, and the length of all specimens in the study
is 15mm, and the width is 1mm, as shown in Figure 1(a). In
order to monitor the crack initiation time of the specimen at
a fixed point, we paste a strain gauge 12mm away from the
end in the loading direction, as shown in Figure 1(b).

2.2. TestMethods. In the study, the static splitting tests were
conducted on RMT-150, and the dynamic splitting tests
were performed on the SHPB experimental device, as shown
in Figure 2. Five sets of precrack static load and dynamic
load Brazilian splitting experiments were carried out, and
the loading directions were, respectively, 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and
90° to the precrack, as shown in Figure 3. According to the
test results, three impact levels were selected, namely,
0.35MPa, 0.4MPa, and 0.45MPa impact gas pressure. At the
same time, for comparison, a set of Brazilian splitting ex-
periments without precracked specimens were carried out.
Moreover, the details of the test are shown in Table 1. Based
on SHPB test criteria, the experimental data is valid only
when the load of the incident bar end and the transmission
bar end are balanced; that is, the load balance at both ends of
the specimen is achieved, realizing quasi-static loading
[21, 22]. We can see from Figure 4 that, after the stress wave
propagates about back and forth about 3 times, about 45 μs,
the load on both ends of the specimen reaches equilibrium
and lasts about 125 μs. +en, the loading wave value exceeds

that of the specimen, and it is destroyed; after that, the
contact at the end of the incident bar with the specimen and
the end of the transmission bar with the specimen is greatly
different, resulting in different loads at both ends. In general,
in this process, the load at both ends of the specimen has
been balanced before it is broken, and the validity of the test
is guaranteed. +e resulting loading and loading rate can be
calculated by equations (1) and (2):

F �
Ae

2
Ee εi(t) − εr(t) + εt(t) , (1)

_F �
Fmax

t1
, (2)

where Ae is the area of incident or transmitted bar, Ee is the
elastic modulus of the incident or transmitted bar, Fmax is
maximum load during impact process, and t1is the time
corresponds to the Fmax.

3. Result and Analyzes

As there is a precrack in the specimen, the Brazilian splitting
stress calculation formula is not applicable. We use the load
when the specimen fails to characterize the tensile properties
of the rock. Figure 5 shows the influence of precrack on the
splitting failure load of the specimen under static load. From
Figure 5, we can see that the precrack has a significance on
the failure load of the specimen under static load. Compared
with the complete specimen, the failure load of the pre-
cracked specimen is seriously weakened. With the angle of
precrack with loading direction change, the precrack has a
different effect on the splitting failure load of the specimen.
As the loading angle increases, the failure load of the
specimen as a whole decreases to increase. When the pre-
crack is 45°, the splitting failure load of the specimen is the
smallest. It is like the results of previous studies [23]. As we
know, the failure load of the specimen under dynamic load is
affected by the loading rate. Figure 6 shows the variation of
DIF of precracked specimens with the loading rate under
impact loading. As mentioned before,DIF in the paper is the
ratio of dynamic load to static load. From Figure 6, we can
see that the DIF has a linear increase relationship with the
loading rate. However, the sensitivity of the splitting failure
load to the loading rate is different. Among them, the
splitting failure load of the specimen with 45°precrack is the
most sensitive to the loading rate, followed by 0°, 60°, 30°, and
90° and the intact specimen. +is is consistent with the
previous view that low-strength concrete shows a relatively
large increase in compressive strength under high strain rate
loads [24]. It shows that precracks have different effects on
the failure load of rock dynamic and static splitting.
Compared with static loading, due to the high loading rate,
the influence of precracks on failure may be more
complicated.

In this test, a strain gauge was attached at 12mm from
the loading end perpendicular to the loading direction to
detect crack growth. +e crack initiation time can be cal-
culated based on the data recorded by the strain gauge. +e
initiation time of the crack is from the start point to the
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Figure 3: Detailed loading diagram: (a) static loading and (b) dynamic loading.

Table 1: Testing design for precrack rock specimens.

Precrack angle
(°)

Gas pressure
(MPa) Number of specimens Precrack angle

(°)
Gas pressure

(MPa) Number of specimens

0 0.35 3 45 0.45 3
0 0.4 3 60 0.35 3
0 0.45 3 60 0.4 3
30 0.35 3 60 0.45 3
30 0.4 3 90 0.35 3
30 0.45 3 90 0.4 3
45 0.35 3 90 0.45 3
45 0.4 3

0°

90°

60°

45°

30°

Intact

(a)

15mm

1mm12mm

(b)

Figure 1: Rock specimens.
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Figure 2: A diagrammatic sketch of SHPB apparatus.
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endpoint, as shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7, the start point
means the test point begins to subject the tensile defor-
mation, and the endpoint means the crack has penetrated
the test point. Figure 8 shows the variation of crack initiation
time of precrack specimens with the loading rate under
dynamic loading. From Figure 8, we can see that, for intact
specimens, the crack initiation time decreases as the loading
rate increases. At the same time, the crack duration shows
two modes with the change of angle of the precrack. When
the angles of precrack are 30°, 45°, and 60°, the crack ini-
tiation time decreases significantly as the loading rate in-
creases. When the angle of the precrack is 0° and 90°, the
crack initiation time varies with the loading rate and does
not change significantly.

Figure 9 shows the failure model of the precrack spec-
imen under static loading. From Figure 9, we can see that,
under the static load, all specimens fractured along the

loading direction. However, the change of the angle of the
precrack has a certain degree of the failure model to the rock
under splitting conditions. Among them, the failure model
of the complete specimen, the 0° precrack specimen, and the
90° precrack specimen are all consistent with the loading
direction, as shown in Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(f).+e failure
of the specimen is mainly caused by tensile, and the crack
runs through the entire specimen.While the failure model of
30°, 45°, and 60° precrack specimen show shear tension
failure, causing the crack to be at a certain angle with the
loading line. As a result of the stress concentration at the
precrack tip, wing cracks are generated; the appearance time
of wing cracks is related to the inclination angle of precrack,
and it grows in the form of a curve along the direction of the
maximum principal stress. +e wing cracks grow steadily as
the load increases. +e curvature of the wing crack is related
to the crack inclination; this is the main crack of failure, and
as the load increases, some secondary cracks will occur
[6, 8, 25], as shown in Figures 9(c)–9(e). It can be seen from
Figure 9 that there are more and obvious secondary cracks
near the main crack of the specimen with 30°, 45°, and 60°
precrack, and the specimen with 0°, 90°precrack and without
precrack do not produce secondary cracks. +is is because
the different angles make the stress on the precrack tip in
complexity; that is, the stress on the precrack tip at 30°, 45°,
and 60° are the most complicated. As we all know, rock is
more sensitive to dynamic load compare with a static load.
+e existence of precracks means that there is a stress
concentration at the crack tip. +e dynamic load will further
strengthen the stress concentration at the precrack tip, and at
the same time, make the crack propagation direction, not
towards the loading direction. +erefore, under dynamic
loading, all specimens have main cracks and secondary
cracks; all secondary cracks are generated near the precrack
tip, and the angle between the secondary crack and the
direction of the loading line increases as the angle of the
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Figure 4: Loading diagram at both ends of the specimen under
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precrack increases, as shown in Figure 10. +e secondary
cracks of the 30°, 45°, and 60° precrack specimens are de-
veloped, and the secondary cracks are not always developing
in the direction of the main crack.

4. Discussion

Based on the abovementioned experimental results, the
precrack has a significant effect on the splitting failure load of
the red sandstone under static and dynamic loading. +e DIF
linear increases with the growth of the loading rate. It needs to
be pointed out that when the angle of precrack with loading
direction is 45°, the failure load under static load is the
smallest, while the DIF is the largest. +e development of
secondary cracks is the most obvious in all specimens, no
matter under static loading or dynamic loading. Someone
pointed out that this phenomenon may be due to the in-
fluence of the hole in the specimen, except for precrack tip

stress concentration. In this study, as the limitations of the
existing equipment, the processing of precrackmust be drilled
in the middle of the specimen and then cut with water jet
cutting. It would be affecting the failure load and failure mode
of the specimen. Huang and Yang [23] found that when the
crack inclination angle is small, the hole is the main cause of
the main crack initiation. When the crack inclination angle is
large, the crack becomes the main cause of the main crack
initiation. However, from the experimental results of this
study, the drill hole has no obvious effect on the failure mode
of the specimen. It may be that the diameter of the drill hole in
this article is only 2mm, and no cracks are observed from the
periphery of the drill hole in the failure mode of the specimen.
Hence, in this study, the failure load and failure mode of the
specimen were mainly dominated by the stress concentration
at the crack tip. It also proved that theDIF is more obvious for
brittle materials with low static strength. Compared with
static load, as the loading speed is much higher than the static
load, the stress concentration at the crack tip is more obvious.
+e precrack under dynamic load has a more obvious in-
fluence on crack development. +e crack development is not
all oriented in the loading direction, that is, type-II secondary
cracks. From Figure 10, we can see that the type-II secondary
cracks have developed significantly in the 30°, 45°, and 60°
precrack specimen, and the angle of type-II secondary crack
with the loading direction increases with the increase of the
precrack angle. +erefore, we infer that when the angel of
precrack is at a certain inclination angle, under dynamic load
splitting, type-II secondary cracks will develop when the
specimen is broken. However, these phenomena are difficult
to observe under static load.

+e failure of the specimen under dynamic loading is
dominated by the stress concentration at the precrack tip.
For the crack initiation time of the monitoring point, when
the precrack is 0° and 90°, the main crack is oriented to the
loading direction. +e crack is almost along the loading
direction, which can be seen in Figure 10, and the crack
initiation time does not obviously change with increase of
the loading rate. When the precrack is 0°, the crack direction
is consistent with the loading direction, and the stress
concentration is easier to expand along the loading
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Figure 9: +e failure model of precrack specimen under static loading: (a) intact, (b) 0°, (c) 30°, (d) 45°, (e) 60°, and (f) 90°.
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Figure 10: +e failure model of precrack specimen under impact loading: (a) intact, (b) 0°, (c) 30°, (d) 45°, (e) 60°, and (f) 90°.
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direction. When the precrack is 90°, the precrack is far away
from the loading line, and the stress at crack tip coursed by
loading is small, resulting in the stress concentration phe-
nomenon is not obvious, so the cracks still propagate from
the loading direction. With the inclination of the angle, the
failure of the specimen is affected by the combination of
loading and stress concentration. +e main crack is at a
certain angle to the loading direction, resulting in the crack
duration decreasing with the increase of the loading rates.
+e increase of the loading rate shortens the time for the
stress concentration at the precrack tip to reach the failure
value, thereby affecting the crack initiation time.

5. Conclusion

+e dynamic Brazil splitting tests of sandstone were con-
ducted on the SHPB to research the influence of precrack on
specimen failure characteristics, and the influence of the angle
of precrack with loading direction, loading rate on the failure
load, and failure model of red sandstone were analyzed.
Moreover, the following main conclusions can be drawn:

(1) +e precrack has a significance on the static and
dynamic split failure load, and the DIF linear in-
creases with the increase of loading rate; the failure
load of the specimen with an angle of 45° precrack are
the most sensitive to the loading rate, followed by 0°,
60°, 30°, and 90°.

(2) +e crack initiation time of specimen with 30°, 45°,
and 60° precrack decreases with the loading rate,
while it has no obvious change with the loading rate
with 0° and 90° precrack.

(3) +e failure mode of the specimen was dominated by
the stress concentration at the crack tip, particularly
obvious under dynamic load splitting. Once the
precrack and the loading direction are at a certain
inclination angle, type-II secondary cracks will de-
velop under dynamic load splitting.

In this study, the experiment only involves the angle of
the crack and does not consider other factors of the crack,
such as the length, the location of the distribution, and the
thickness of the crack. In the subsequent research, we will
further consider these factors and adopt other auxiliary
methods, such as DIC, to observe the propagation of cracks
and enrich experimental conclusions.
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